
Electronic voting experts warn against
use of wireless systems

Voters cast their vote in the South Carolina Republican presidential primary at Saxe Gotha Presbyterian Church in Lexington,

South Carolina, January 21, 2012. Photo by: C. Aluka Berry/The State/TNS 

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The United States has elections in November. Many experts want the

federal government to warn states that use voting machines with linked cellular modems, or

wireless connections. They are worried these machines might get hacked. 

Voting machines with cellular modems were once seen as a tool to provide quick, unofficial

election results. Now, there is debate over how easy it would be to break into the machines and

change the results.

Such machines are certified for use in Florida, Illinois, Michigan and Wisconsin.

A spokeswoman for the Florida Department of State, Sarah Revell, defended the use of such

machines.
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"Voting machines are not connected to the Internet," Revell said. She added that "it is important to

note that when transmitting election data everything is encrypted and authenticated."

Some voting machine researchers disagree. They say that cellular networks overlap with the

Internet. Experts say interference with unofficial early results, even when corrected later, could

make voters distrust the results and add uncertainty after elections.

Andrew W. Appel is a computer scientist at Princeton University. Appel said, "The voting machine

vendors like to say, well, the voting machine modem is only used for transmitting the unofficial

results when you close the polls back through the Internet to county central where the clerk can

post them."

Don't Discount Possible Internet Involvement

Appel said, "The problem is that modem talking through the cellphone network really is more

connected to the Internet than they like to think."

He said hackers could catch signals using a portable cellphone tower. The hackers could put in

code to change votes.

Appel said "the voting machine could be confused into installing new software that changes the

vote."

Appel was among 30 researchers, activists and scientists who signed a letter. In it, they urge the

federal government to caution states from the use of such voting machines.

"The convenience of transmitting vote totals online does not outweigh the need of the American

people to be assured their votes will be accurately transmitted and counted," the letter said. Five

citizen and digital rights groups supported the letter.

No one knows how many cellular-enabled voting machines will be used in the elections. 

More Than 1,000 Wireless Voting Machines In U.S.

The Election Assistance Commission is a government agency that shares election information.

An official from the commission said there are "probably" more than 1,000 of the cellular-enabled

machines in different parts of the country.

Brian Hancock is the director of testing and certification for the Election Assistance Commission.

Hancock said, "As you know, it's up to the states to decide which systems they use."

Experts have warned about Russian interference in the 2016 U.S. elections. They say meddling

may happen again this year. Voting officials say they are seeking a balance between security,

accuracy and convenience for voters. Moreover, in an election, people want results quickly. 
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Reid Magney is a spokesman for the Wisconsin Elections Commission. Magney said his agency

does not believe these machines are vulnerable.

"It is not a large concern at this point," Magney said. "The results are encrypted and use security

keys, so the receiving computer knows that the data is authentic. I know people have theorized

about man-in-the-middle attacks. I've never seen people intercept (cellular signals), change them,

re-encrypt them and send them on."

Matt Dietrich is an Illinois board of elections spokesman. Dietrich said cellular-enabled voting

machines are used in his state "but they are only allowed to transmit unofficial results."

Revell said all Florida voting is on paper ballots "so we can always refer to the original record."

Some counties may have the cellular-enabled machines, but counties may not use them.

Voting security experts say election officials underestimate the enemies that want to interfere in

U.S. elections.

Susan Greenhalgh is the policy director at the National Election Defense Coalition. She said, "We

have a big bull's-eye painted on our election systems. We have to prioritize security over the

demand to have elections results right now."

In most wireless voting machines, the results transmitted to central computers are unofficial.

Official votes are delivered through other means.

"The press is the main reason why those (wireless) systems are there. The media wants to know

the results immediately," said Hancock.

Hart Intercivic makes one model of its voting machines that is wirelessly enabled. The company's

vice president of operations, Peter Lichtenheld, said elections officials demand such an option.

Public More Interested In Fast Results

"People say they want secure and fast, but in reality people want fast," Lichtenheld said. "It's a

state and local choice."

Some states have moved away from wirelessly enabled machines, such as North Carolina, which

enacted a law in June prohibiting any wireless communication.

Patrick Gannon is a spokesman for the state board of elections. Gannon said that even if the

machines have wireless capability, "they cannot be connected."

Representatives from Kansas and South Carolina say that the states do not use wireless

machines.

Duncan Buell is a computer scientist at the University of South Carolina. Buell said logs from the

June 12 primary in the state show 23 voting machines communicating data electronically.
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"There certainly seems to have been some modem connections, yes," Buell said.
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